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SPEECH
OF

HON. J. HART BREWER.

On the bill (H. R. 5893) to reduce import duties and war-tariff taxes.

Mr. BREWER, of New Jersey, said :

Mr. CHATEMAN: I said all that I wish to say on the tariff in my
speech in the Forty-seventh Congress, and I conld only reiterate the
same. But since that time an article has been written upon the tariff

which in my judgment surpasses all others for clearness of statement
and conclusiveness of argument that have ever been written on that sub-

ject. It comes from the pen of the magnetic statesman, James G.

Elaine, who I hope may be chosen as the standard-bearer of the princi-

ples lie so ably represents.
In his Twenty Years of Congress, volume 1, pages 168-214, he says :

" Th3 slavery question was not the only one which developed into a
chronic controversy between certain elements of Northern opinion and
certain elements of Southern opinion. A review of the sectional strug-

gle would be incomplete if it did not embrace a narrative of those dif-

ferences on the tariff which at times led to serious disturbance, and,
on one memorable occasion, to an actual threat of resistance to the au-

thority of the Government. The division upon the tariff was never
so accurately defined by geographical lines as was the division upon
slavery; but the aggressive elements on each side of both questions
finally coalesced in the same States, North and South. Massachusetts
and South Carolina marched in the vanguard of both controversies; and
the States which respectively followed on the tariff issue were, in large

part, the same which followed on the slavery question, on both sides

of Mason and Dixon's line. Anti-slavery zeal and a tariff for protec-
tion went hand in hand in New England, while pro-slavery principles
became nearly identical with free trade in the Cotton States. If the
rule had its exception it was in localities where the strong pressure of

special interest was operating, as in the case of the sugar-planter of

Louisiana, who was willing to concede generous protection to the cot-

ton-spinner of Lowell if he could thereby secure an equally strong pro-
tection, in his own field of enterprise, against the pressing competition
of the island of Cuba.

' ' The general rule, after years of experimental legislation, resolved
itself into protection in the one section and free trade in the other.

And this was not an unnatural division. Zeal against slavery was
necessarily accompanied by an appreciation of the dignity of free labor;
and free labor was more generously remunerated under the stimulus
of protective laws. The same considerations produced a directly oppo-
site conclusion in the South, where those interested in slave labor could
not afford to build up a class of free laborers with high wages and in-

dependent opinions. The question was indeed one of the kind not in-



frequently occurring in the adjustment of public policies where the
same cause is continually producing different and apparently contra-

dictory effects when the field of its operation is changed.
"The issues growing out of the subject of the tariff were, however,

in many respects entirely distinct from the slavery question. The one
involved the highest moral considerations, the other was governed
solely by expediency. Whether one man could hold property in an-
other was a question which took deep hold of the consciences of men,
and was either right or wrong in itself. But whether the rate of duty
upon a foreign inrport should be increased or lowered was a question to

be settled solely by business and financial considerations. Slavery in

the United States, as long experience had proved, could be most prof-

itably employed in the cultivation of cotton. The cost of its produc-
tion, in the judgment of those engaged in it, was increased by the op-
eration of a tariff, whereas its price, being determined by the markets
of the world, derived no benefit from protective duties. The clothing
of the slave, the harness for the horses and mules, the plows, the

rope, the bagging, the iron ties, were all, they contended, increased in

price to the planter without any corresponding advance in the market
value of the product. In the beginning of the controversy it was ex-

pected that the manufacture of cotton would grow up side by side with
its production, and that thus the community which produced the fiber

would share in the profit of the fabric. During this period the Repre-
sentatives from the Cotton States favored high duties; but as time wore
on, and it became evident that slave-labor was not adapted to the fac-

tory, and that it was undesirable if not impossible to introduce free

white labor with remunerative wages side by side with unpaid slave-

labor, the leading ininds of the South were turned against the manu-
facturing interest, and desired to legislate solely in aid of the agricult-
ural interest.

"
It was this change in the South that produced the irritating dis-

cussions in Congress discussions always resulting in sectional bitter-

ness and sometimes threatening the public safety. The tariff question
has in fact been more frequently and more elaborately debated than

any other issue since the foundation of the Federal Government. The
present generation is more familiar with questions relating to slavery,
to war, to reconstruction; but as these disappear by permanent adjust-
ment the tariff returns, and is eagerly seized upon by both sides to the

controversy. More than any other issue, it represents the enduring
and persistent line of division between the two parties which in a ge-
neric sense have always existed in the United States the party of strict

construction and the party of liberal construction, the party of State

rights and the party of national supremacy, the party of stinted rev-

enue and restricted expenditure and the party of generous income
with its wise application to public improvement; the party, in short,
of Jefferson as against the party of Hamilton, the party of Jackson as

against that of Clay, the party of Buchanan and Douglas as against that
of Lincoln and Seward. Taxes, whether direct or indirect, always in-

terest the mass of mankind, and the differences of the systems by which
they shall be levied and collected will always present an absorbing po-
litical issue. Public attention may be temporarily engrossed by some
exigent subject of controversy, but the tariff alone steadily and per-

sistently recurs for agitation, and for what is termed settlement. Thus
far in our history settlement has only been the basis of new agitation,
and each successive agitation leads again to new settlement.



"After the experience of nearly a century on the absorbing question
of the best mode of levying duties on imports, the divergence of opin-
ion is as wide and as pronounced as when the subject first engaged the
attention of the Federal Government. Theories on the side of high
duties and theories on the side of low duties are maintained with just
as great vigor as in 1789. In no question of a material or financial

character has there been so much interest displayed as in this. On a

question of sentiment and of sympathy, like that of slavery, feeling is

Inevitable; but it has been matter of surprise that the adjustment of a
scale of duties on importations of foreign merchandise should be accom-

panied, as it often has been, by displays of excitement often amount-

ing to passion.
' ' The cause is readily apprehended when it is remembered that the

tariff question is always presented as one not merely affecting the gen-
eral prosperity, but as specifically involving the question of bread to

the millions who are intrusted with the suffrage. The industrial classes

study the question closely, and in many of the manufacturing estab-

lishments of the country the man who is working for day wages will

be found as keenly alive to the effect of a change in the protective duty
as the stockholder whose dividends are to be affected. Thus capital
and labor coalesce in favor of high duties to protect the manufacturer,
and, united, they form a political force which has been engaged in an
economic battle from the foundation of the Government. Sometimes

they have suffered signal defeat, and sometimes they have gained sig-
nal victories.

" The landmarks which have been left in a century of discussion and
of legislative experiment deserve a brief reference for a better under-

standing of the subject to-day. Our financial experience has been prac-

tically as extended as that of the older nations of Europe. When the

Republic was organized political economy as understood in the modern
sense was in its elementary stage, and indeed could hardly be called a
science. Systems of taxation were everywhere crude and ruthless, and
were in large degree fashioned after the Oriental practice of mulcting
the man who will pay the most and resist the least. Adam Smith had

published his 'Enquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations' in the year of the Declaration of Independence. Between
that time and the formation of the Federal Government his views had
exerted no perceptible influence on the financial system of England.
British industries were protected by the most stringent enactments of

Parliament, and England was the determined enemy not only of free

trade but of fair trade. The emancipated Colonies found therefore in

the mother country the most resolute foe to their manufacturing and
commercial progress. American statesmen exhibited wisdom, moder-

ation, and foresight in overcoming the obstacles to the material pros-

perity of the new Republic.
"When the administration of Washington was organized in 1789 the

Government which he represented did not command a single dollar of

revenue. They inherited a mountain of debt from the Revolutionary
struggle, they had no credit, and the only representative of value which

they controlled was the vast body of public land in the Northwest Ter-

ritory. But th.is was unavailable as a resource for present needs, and
called for expenditure in the extensive surveys which were a prerequi-
site to sale and settlement. In addition therefore to every other form
of poverty, the new government was burdened in the manner so ex-

pressively described as land poor, which implies the ownership of a



large extent of real estate constantly calling for heavy ou tlay and yield-

ing no revenue. The Federal Government had one crying need, one

imperative demand money !

"An immediate system of taxation was therefore required, and the

newly organized Congress lost no time in proceeding to the considera-
tion of ways and means. As soon as a quorum of each branch of Con-

gress was found to be present, the House gave its attention to the press-

ing demand for money. They did not even wait for the inauguration
of President Washington, but began nearly a month before that im-

portant event to prepare a revenue bill which might at the earliest mo-
ment be ready for the executive approval. Duties on imports obviously
afforded the readiest resource, and Congress devoted itself with assid-

uous industry to the consideration of that form of revenue. With the

exception of an essential law directing the form of oath to betaken by
the Federal officers, the tariff act was the first passed by the new gov-
ernment. It was enacted indeed two months in advance of the law

creating a Treasury Department, and providing for a Secretary thereof.

The need of money was indeed so urgent that provision was made for

raising it by duties on imports before the appointment of a single offi-

cer of the Cabinet was authorized. Even a Secretary of State, whose
first duty it was to announce the organization of the Government to

foreign nations, was not nominated for a full month after the act im-

posing duties had been passed.
"All the issues involved in the new act were elaborately and intel-

ligently debated. The first Congress contained a large proportion of
the men who had just before been engaged in framing the Federal Con-

stitution, and who were therefore fresh from the councils which had
carefully considered and accurately measured the force of every pro-
vision of that great charter of government. It is therefore a fact of

lasting importance that the first tariff law enacted under the Federal
Government set forth its object in the most succinct and explicit lan-

guage. It opened, after the excellent fashion of that day, with a

stately preamble beginning with the emphatic
' whereas ' and declar-

ing that
'

it is necessary for the support of Government, for the dis-

charge of the debts of the United States, and for the encouragement and

protection of manufactures, that duties belaid on imported goods, wares,
and merchandise. '

Among the men who agreed to that declaration

were some of the most eminent in our history. James Madison, then

young enough to add junior to his name, was the most conspicuous;
and associated with him were Richard Henry Lee, Theodorick Bland,
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, Rufus King, George Clymer, Oliver Ells-

worth, Elias Boudinot, Fisher Ames, Elbridge Gerry, Roger Sherman,
Jonathan Trumbull, Lambert Cadwalader, Thomas Fitzsimmons, the
two Muhlenbergs, Thomas Tudor Tucker, Hugh Williamson, Abraham
Baldwin, Jeremiah Van liensselaer, and many other leading men, both
from the North and the South.

"
It is a circumstance of-curious interest that nearly, if not quite,

all the arguments used by the supporters and opponents of a protective
system were presented at that time and with a directness and ability
which have not been surpassed in any subsequent discussion. The
'ad valorem '

system of levying duties was maintained against 'spe-
cific

' rates in almost the same language employed in the discussions of
recent years. The '

infant manufactures,' the need of the
'

fostering
care of the Government' for the promotion of 'home industry,' the

advantages derived from 'diversified pursuits,' the competition of
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cheap labor in Europe,
' were all rehearsed with a familiarity and ease

which implied their previous and constant use in the legislative halls

of the different States before the power to levy imposts was remitted
to the jurisdiction of Congress. A picture of the industrial condition
of the country at that day can be inferred from the tariff bill first

passed; and the manufactures that were deemed worthy of encourage-
ment are clearly outlined in the debate. Mr. Clymer, of Pennsylvania,
asked for a protective duty on steel, stating that a furnace in Phila-

delphia 'had produced three hundred tons in two years, and with a
little encouragement would supply enough for the consumption of the
whole Union. ' The Pennsylvania members at the same time strenu-

ously opposed a duty on coal, which they wished to import as cheaply
as possible to aid in the development of their iron ores. The manu-
facture of glass had been started in Maryland, and the members from
that State secured a duty on the foreign article after considerable dis-

cussion, and with the significant reservation, in deference to popular
habits, that

' black quart-bottles
' should be admitted free.

" Mr. Madison opposed a tax on cordage, and 'questioned the pro-

priety of raising the price of any article that entered materially into

the structure of vessels,
'

making in effect the same argument on that

subject which has been repeated without improvement so frequently
in later years. Indigo and tobacco, two special products of the South,
were protected by prohibitory duties, while the raising of cotton was
encouraged by a duty of 3 cents per pound on the imported article.

Mr. Burke, of South Carolina, said the culture of cotton was contem-

plated on a large scale in the South,
'

if good seed could be procured.
'

The manufacture of iron, wool, leather, paper, already in some degree
developed, was stimulated by the bill. The fisheries were aided by a

bounty on every barrel caught; and the navigation interest received a
remarkable encouragement by providing that 'a discount of 10 per
cent, on all duties imposed by 'this act shall be allowed on such goods,

wares, and merchandise as shall be imported in vessels built in the
United States, and wholly the property of a citizen or citizens thereof. '

The bill throughout was an American measure, designed to promote
American interests; and as a first step in a wide field of legislation, it

was characterized in an eminent degree by wisdom, by moderation,
and by a keen insight into the immediate and the distant future of the

country. The ability which framed the Constitution was not greater
than that displayed by the first generation of American statesmen who
were called to legislate under its generous provisions and its wise re-

strictions.
' ' These great statesmen proceeded in the light of facts which taught

them that, though politically separated from the mother country, we
were still in many ways dependent upon her, in as large a degree as

when we were colonies, subject to her will and governed for her ad-

vantage. The younger Pitt boasted that he had reconquered the col-

onies as commercial dependencies, contributing more absolutely and
in larger degree to England's prosperity than before the political con-
nection was severed. He treated the States, after the close of the

peace of 1783, with a haughty assumption of superiority, if not indeed
with contempt not even condescending to accredit a diplomatic rep-
resentative to the country, though John Adams was in Loudon as min-
ister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary from the United States.

English laws of protection under the Pitt administration were steadily
framed against the development of manufactures and navigation in
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America, and the tendency when the Federal Constitution was adopted
had been, in the planting States especially, toward a species of com-
mercial dependence which was enabling England to absorb our trade.

' ' The first tariff act was therefore in a certain sense a second Declara-
tion of Independence; and by a coincidence which could not have been
more striking or more significant, it was approved by President Wash-
ington on the 4th day of July, 1789. Slow as were the modes of com-
municating intelligence in those days, this act of Congress did, in a
suggestive way, arouse the attention of both continents. The words
of the preamble were ominous. The duties levied were exceedingly
moderate, scarcely any of them above 15 per cent., the majority not

higher than 10. But the beginning was made; and the English manu-
facturers and carriers saw that the power to levy 10 per cent, could
at any time levy a hundred per cent, if the interest of the new govern-
ment should demand it. The separate States had indeed possessed the

power to levy imposts, but they had never exercised it in any compre-
hensive manner, and had usually adapted the rate of duty to English
trade rather than to the protection of manufacturing interests at home.
The action of the Federal Government was a new departure, of porten-
tous magnitude, and was so recognized at home and abroad.

u
It was not the percentage which aroused and disturbed England.

It was the power to levy the duty at all. In his famous speech on
American taxation in the House of Commons fifteen years before, Mr.
Burke asserted that it was ' not the weight of the duty but the weight
of the preamble which the Americans were unable and unwilling to

bear.' The tax actually imposed was not oppressive, but the pream-
ble implied the power to levy upon the Colonies whatever tax the Brit-

ish Government might deem expedient, and this led to resistance and
to revolution. The force of the preamblewas now turned against Great
Britain. She saw that the extent to which the principle of protective
duties might be carried was entirely a matter of discretion with the

young republic whose people had lately been her subjects and might
now become her rivals. The principle of protecting the manufactures
and encouraging the navigation of America had been distinctly pro-
claimed in the first law enacted by the new government, and was thus
made in a suggestive and emphatic sense the very corner-stone of the

republican edifice which the patriots of the Revolution were aiming to

construct.
" The opinions of Mr. Madison as thus shown in the first legislation

by Congress are the more significant from the fact that he belonged to the
Jeffersonian school, believed in the strictest construction of granted
power, was a zealous Republican in the partisan divisions of the day,
and was always opposed to the more liberal, or, as he would regard
them, the more latitudinarian views of the Federal party. In regard
to the protection and encouragement of manufactures there seemed to

be no radical difference between parties in the early period of the Gov-
ernment. On that issue, to quote a phrase used on fmMher occasion,
'

they were all Federalists and all Republicans.
'

Mr. Hamilton's cel-

ebrated report on manufactures, submitted in answer to a request from
the House of Representatives of December, 1790, sustained and elabo-

rated the views on which Congress had already acted, and brought the
whole influence of the executive department to the support of a pro-
tective tariff. Up to that period no minister of finance among the oldest

and most advanced countries of Europe had so ably discussed the prin-
ciples on which national prosperity was based. The report has long
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been familiar to students of political economy, and has had, like all

Mr. Hamilton's works, a remarkable value and a singular applicat ion in

the developments of subsequent years." Mr. Hamilton sustained the plan of encouraging home manufact-
ures by protective duties, even to the point in some instances of making
those 'duties equivalent to prohibition.

' He did not contemplate a

prohibitive duty as the means of encouraging a manufacture not already

domesticated, but declared it
'

only fit to be employed when a manu-
facture has made such a progress, and is in so many hands, as to insure

a due competition and an adequate supply on reasonable terms. ' This

argument did not seem to follow the beaten path which leads to the

protection of 'infant manufactures,' but rather aimed to secure the

home market for the strong and well-developed enterprises. Mr. Ham-
ilton did not turn back from the consequences which his argument in-

volved. He perceived its logical conclusions and frankly accepted them.

He considered 'the monopoly of the domestic market to its own manu-
facturers as the reigning policy of manufacturing nations, 'and declared

that
' a similar policy on the part of the United States in every proper

instance was dictated by the principles ofdistributive justice, certainly

by the duty of endeavori g to secure to their own citizens a reciprocity
of advantages.

' He avowed his belief that ' the internal competition
which takes place soon does away with everything like monoply, and

by degrees reduces the price of the article to the minimum of a reason-

able profit on the capital employed. This accords with the reason of

the thing and with experience.
' He contended that

' a reduction has

in several instances immediately succeeded the establishment ofdomes-

tic manufacture.' But even if this result should not follow, he main-

tained that
'

in a national view a temporary enhancement of price must

always be well compensated by a permanent reduction of it.
' The doc-

trine of protection, even with the enlarged experience of subsequent

years, has never been more succinctly or more felicitously stated.

"Objections to the enforcement of the 'protective' principle founded

on a lack of constitutional power were summarily dismissed by Mr.

Hamilton as
'

having no good foundation. ' He had been a member of

the convention that formed the Constitution, and had given attention

beyond any other member to the clauses relating to the collection and

appropriation of revenue. He said the '

power to raise money
' as

embodied in the Constitution
'

is plenary and indefinite,
' and '

the ob-

jects for which it may be appropriated are no less comprehensive than

the payment of the public debts, the providing for the common defense

and the general welfare. ' He gives the widest scope to the phrase

'general welfare,' and declares that 'it is of necessity left to the dis-

cretion of the national Legislature to pronounce upon the objects which

concern the general welfare, and for which under that description an

appropriation of money is requisite and proper.' Mr. Hamilton elab-

orates his argument on this head with consummate power, and declares

that 'the only qualification' to the power of appropriation under the

phrase 'general welfare ' is that the purpose for which the money is ap-

plied shall
' be general, and not local, its operation extending in fact

throughout the Union, and not being confined to a particular spot.
'

The limitations and hypercritical objections to the powers conferred by
the Constitution, both in the raising and appropriating of money, orig-

inated in large part after the authors of that great charter had passed

away, and have been uniformlystimulated by class interests which were
not developed when the organic law was enacted.
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"Some details of Mr. Hamilton's report are especially interesting in

-view of the subsequent development of manufacturing enterprises.
' Iron works ' he represents as

'

greatly increasing in the United States,
'

and so great is the demand that
'

iron furnished before the Revolution
at an average of sixty-four dollars per ton ' was then sold at 'eighty.

'

Nails and spikes, made in large partby boys,
' needed further protection,

'

as 1,800,000 pounds had been imported the previous year. Iron was

wholly made by 'charcoal,' but there were several mines of 'fossil

coal '

already
' worked in Virginia,' and 'a copious supply of it would

be of great value to the iron industry.' Respecting 'cotton' Mr.
Hamilton attached far more consideration to its manufacture than to

its culture. He distrusted the quality of that grown at home because
so far from the equator, and he wished the new factories in Rhode
Island and Massachusetts to have the best article at the cheapest pos-
sible rate. To this end the repeal of the 3-cent duty on cotton levied

the preceding year was '

indispensable.
' He argued that ' not being,

like hemp, an universal production of the country, cotton affords less

assurance of an adequate internal supply.
' If the duty levied on glass

should not prove sufficient inducement to its' manufacture, he would
stimulate it

'

by a direct bounty.
'

" Mr. Hamilton's conceptions of an enlarged plan of
'

protection
' in-

cluded not only
'

prohibitive duties,
' but when necessary, a system of

* bounties and premiums
' in addition. He was earnestly opposed to

*a capitation tax,
' and declared such levies as an income tax to le un-

avoidably hurtful to industry.
' Indirect taxes were obviously preferred

by him wherever they were practicable. Indeed upon any other sys-
tem of taxation he believed it would prove impossible for the Republic
of 1790 to endure the burden imposed upon the public Treasury by the

funding of the debt of the Revolution. More promptly than any other
financier of that century he saw that ten dollars could be more easily
collected by indirect tax than one dollar by direct levy, and that he
could thus avoid those burdensome exactions from the people which had
proved so onerous in Europe, and which had just aided in precipitating
France into bloody revolution.

"
Important and radical additions to the revenue system promptly

followed Mr. Hamilton's recommendations. From that time onward,
for a period of more than twenty years, additional tariff laws were

passed by each succeeding Congress modifying and generally increas-

ing the rate of duties first imposed and adding many new articles to

the dutiable list. When the war of 1812 was reached a great but tem-

porary change was made in the tariff laws by increasing the entire list

of duties 100 per cent., simply doubling the rate in every case. Not
content with this sweeping and wholesale increase of duty, the law

provided an additional 10 per cent, upon all goods imported in foreign
vessels, besides collecting an additional tonnage tax of one dollar and
a half per ton on the vessel. Of course this was war legislation, and
the act was to expire within one year after a treaty of peace should be
concluded with Great Britain. With the experience of recent days be-
fore him, the reader does not need to be reminded that under the stim-
ulus of this extraordinary rate of duties manufactures rapidly developed
throughout the country. Importations from England being absolutely
stopped by reason of the war and in large part excluded from other
countries by high duties, the American market was for the first time
left substantially or in large degree to American manufacturers.

4 ' With all the disadvantages which so sudden and so extreme a policy
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imposed on the people, the progress for the four years of these extrava-

gant and exceptional duties was very rapid and undoubtedly exerted a

lasting influence on the industrial interests of the United States. But
the policy was not one which commanded general support. Othci in
terests came forward in opposition. New England was radically host i I

to high duties, for the reason that they seriously interfered with 1h

shipping and commercial interest in which her people were largely en-

gaged. The natural result, moreover, was a sharp reaction, in which
the protective principle suffered. Soon after the treaty of Ghent was
.signed movements were made for a reduction of duties, and the famous
tariff of 1816 was the result.

"In examining the debates on that important act it is worthy of
notice that Mr. Clay, from an extreme Western State, was urging a high
rate of duties on cotton fabrics, while his chief opponent was Daniel

Webster, then a Kepreseutative from Massachusetts. An additional
and still stranger feature of the debate is found when Mr. Calhoun,
co-operating with Mr. Clay, replied to Mr. Webster's free-trade speech
in an elaborate defense of the doctrine of protection to our manufact-
ures.

" Mr. Calhoun spoke with enthusiasm and gave an interesting resum6
of the condition of the country as affected by the war with Great Britain .

He believed that the vital deficiency in our financial condition was the
luck of manufactures, and to supply that deficiency he was willing to

extend the protecting arm of the Government. ' When our manufact-
ures are grown to a certain perfection, as they soon will be under th

fostering care of the Government, we shall no longer experience thes3
evils. The farmer will find a ready market for his surplus product*
and, what is almost of equal consequence, a certain and cheap supply
for all his wants. His prosperity will diffuse itselfthrough every class

in the community.
' Not satisfied with this unqualified support of the

protective system, Mr. Calhoun supplemented it by declaring that
'

to

give perfection to this state of things it will be necessary to add as soon
as possible a system of internal improvements.

' Mr. Webster's opposi-
tion to protection was based on the fact that it tended to depress com-
merce and to curtail the profits of the carrying trade.

' ' The tariff of 1816 was termed '

moderately protective,
' but even in

that form it encountered the opposition of the commercial interests.

It was followed in the country by severe depression in all departments
of trade, not because the duties were not in themselves sufficiently high,
but for the fact that it followed the war tariff, and the change was so

great as to produce not only a reaction but a revolution in the financial

condition of the country. All forms of industry languished. Bank-

ruptcy was widespread, and the distress between 1817 and 1824 was

perhaps deeper and more general than at any other period of our history.
There was no immigration of foreigners, and consequently no wealth
from that source. There was no market for agricultural products, and
the people were therefore unable to indulge in liberal expenditure.
Their small savings could be more profitably invested in foreign than
in domestic goods, and hence American manufactures received little

patronage. The traditions of that period, as given by the generation
that lived through it, are sorrowful and depressing. The sacrifice of

great landed estates, worth many milli >ns could they have been pre-
served for the heirs of the next generation, was a common feature in the

general distress and desolation. The continuance of this condition of
affairs had no small influence on the subsequent division of parties. It
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naturally led -to a change in the financial system, and in 1824 a tariff

act was passed, materially enlarging the scope of the act of 1816.

"The act of 1824 was avowedly protective in its character and was
adopted through the influence of Mr. Clay, then Speaker of the House
of Representatives. His most efficient ally on the floor was Mr. Buch-

anan, of Pennsylvania, who exerted himself vigorously.in aid of the
measure. Mr. Webster again appeared in the debate, arguing against
the '

obsolete and exploded notion of protection,
' and carrying with

him nearly the whole vote of Massachusetts in opposition. Mr. Clay
was enabled to carry the entire Kentucky delegation for the high pro-
tective tariff, and Mr. Calhoun's views having meanwhile undergone
a radical change, South Carolina was found to be unanimous in oppo-
sition, and cordially co-operating with Massachusetts in support of free

trade. The effect of that tariff was undoubtedly favorable to the gen-
eral prosperity, and during the administration of John Quincy Adams
every material interest of the country improved. The result was that
the supporters of the protective system, congratulating themselves upon
the effect of the work of 1823, proceeded in 1828 to levy still higher
duties. They applied the doctrine of protection to the raw materials
of the country, the wool, the hemp, and all unmanufactured articles

which by any possibility could meet with damaging competition from
abroad.

*'
It was indeed an era of high duties, of which, strange as it may

seem to the modern reader, Silas Wright, of New York, and James
Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, appeared as the most strenuous defenders,
and were personally opposed in debate by John Davis, of Massachu-
setts, and Peleg Sprague, of Maine. To add to the' entanglement of

public opinion, Mr. Webster passed over to the side of ultra-protection
and voted for the bill, finding himself in company with Martin Van
Buren, of New York, and Thomas H. Benton, of Missouri. It was an

extraordinary commingling of political elements, in which it is diffi-

cult to find a line of partition logically consistent either with geo-

graphical or political divisions. Mr. Webster carried with him not
more than two or three votes of the Massachusetts delegation. His col-

league in the Senate, Nathaniel Silsbee, voted against him, and in the
House such personal adherents as Edward Everett and Isaac C. Bates
recorded themselves in the negative. There was a great deal of what
in modern phrase would be called

'

fencing for position
' in the votes

on this test question of the day. Th , names of no less than five gen-
tlemen who were afterward Presidents of the United States were re-

corded in the yeas and nays on the passage of the bill in the two
Houses Mr. Van Buren, General Harrison, John Tyler, in the Senate,
and Mr. Polk, and Mr. Buchanan in the House.

" There was a general feeling that the act of 1828 marked a crisis in

the history of tariff discussion, and that it would in some way lead to

important results in the fate of political parties and political leaders.

Mr. Calhoun was this year elected Vice-President of the United States,
with General Jackson as President, and Mr. Van Buren was transferred

from the Senate to the State Department as the head of Jackson's Cabi-

net. When by his address and tact he had turned the mind of the

President against Calhoun as his successor, and fully ingratiated him-
self in executive favor, the quarrel began which is elsewhere detailed

at sufficient length. In this controversy, purely personal at the outset,

springing from the clashing ambitions of two aspiring men, the tariff

of 1828, especially with the vote of Mr. Van Buren in favor of it, was
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made to play an important part. The quarrel rapidly culminated in
Mr. Calhoun's resignation of the Vice-Presidency, his leadership of
the nullification contest in South Carolina, and his re-election to the
Senate of the United States some time before the expiration of the Vice-
Presidential term for which he had been chosen. The result was a re-

duction of duties, first by the act of July, 1832, and secondly by Mr.
Clay's famous compromise act of March 2, 1833, in which it was pro-
vided that by a sliding scale all the duties in excess of 20 per cent,
should be abolished within a period of ten years. It was this act which
for the time calmed excitement in the South, brought Mr. Calhoun and
Mr. Clay into kindly relations, and somewhat separated Mr. Webster
and Mr. Clay at least producing one of those periods of estrangement
which, throughout their public career, alternated with the cordial

friendship they really entertained for each other. t

"
During the operation of this act which was really an abandonment

of the protective principle the financial crisis of 1837 came upon the

country, and a period of distress ensued almost equal to that which
preceded the enactment of the tariff of 1824. Many persons, still in

active business, recall with something of horror the hardships and pri-
vations which were endured throughout the country from 1837 to 1842.
The long-continued depression produced the revolution against the
Democratic party, which ended in the overthrow of Mr. Van Buren
and the election of General Harrison as the President of the United
States in 1840. The Whig Congress that came into power at the same
time proceeded to enact the law popularly known as the tariff of 1842,
which was strongly protective in its character, though not so extreme as
the act of1828. The vote in favor ofthe bill was not exclusively.Whig, as
some of the Northern Democrats voted for it and some of the Southern

Whigs against it. Conspicuous among the former were Mr. Buchanan,
of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Wright, of New"York, wrho maintained a con-

sistency with their vote for the tariffof1828. ConspicuousamongSouth-
ern Whigs against it were Berrien of Georgia, Clayton of Delaware, Man-
gum of North Carolina, Merrick of Maryland, and Rives of Virginia.
The two men who above all others deserve honor for successful manage-
ment of the bill were George Evans, the brilliant and accomplished Sen-
ator from Maine, and Thomas M. T. McKennan, for many years an able,

upright, and popular Representative from Pennsylvania. John Quinqy
Adams, in a public speech delivered in 1843 in the town of Mr. McKen-
nan's residence, ascribed to that gentleman the chief credit of carrying
the protective-tariff bill through the House of Representatives. The
vote showed, as all tariff bills before had, and as all since have shown,
that the local interest of the constituency determines in large measure
the vote of the Representative; that planting sections grow more and
more toward free trade and manufacturing sections more and more
toward protection.

' ' The friends of home industry have always referred with satisfaction

to the effect of the tariff of 1842 as an explicit and undeniable proof
of the value of protection. It raised the country from a slough of de-

spond to happiness, cheerfulness, confidence. It imparted to all sections

a degree of prosperity which they had not known since the repeal of
the tariff of 1828. The most suggestive proof of its strength and popu-
larity was found in the contest of 1844 between Mr. Polk and Mr. Clay,
where the Democrats in the critical Northern States assumed the advo-

cacy of the tariff of 1 842 as loudly as* the supporters of Mr. Clay. Other
issues overshadowed the tariff, which was really considered to be set-
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tied, and a President and Congress were chosen without any distinct

knowledge on the part of their constituents as to what their action might
be upon this question. The popular mind had been engrossed with^he
annexation of Texas and with the dawn of the free-soil excitement ^

hence protection and free trade were in many States scarcely debated
from lack of interest, and in the States where interest prevailed both

parties took substantially the same side.

"A deception had, however, been practiced in the manufacturing
States of the North, and when the administration of Mr. Polk was in-

stalled the friends of protection were startled by the appointment of a
determined opponent of the tariff of 1842 as Secretary of the Treasury.
Robert J. Walker was a Senator from Mississippi when the act was

passed, and was bitterly opposed to it. He was a man of great origi-

nality, somewhat speculative in his views, and willing to experiment
on questions of revenue to the point of rashness. He was not a be-

liever in the doctrine of protection, was persuaded that protective du-
ties bore unjustly and severely upon the planting section with which
he was identified; and he came to his office determined to overthrow
the tariff act, which he had been unable to defeat in the Senate. Mr.
Walker was excessively ambitious to make his term in the Treasury an
era in the history of the country. He had a difficult task before him,
one from which a conservative man would have shrunk. The tariff

was undoubtedly producing a valuable revenue, and as the adminis-
tration of Mr. Polk was about to engage in war revenue was what they
most needed. Being about to enter upon a war, every dictate of pru-
dence suggested that aggressive issues should not be multiplied in the

country. But Mr. Walker was not Secretary of War or Secretary of

State, and he was unwilling to sit quietly down and collect the revenue
under a tariff imposed by a Whig Congress against which he had voted,
while Buchanan, in directing our foreign relations, and Ma-rcy, in con-

ducting a successful war, would far outstrip him in public observation

and in acquiring the elements of popularity adapted to the ambition
which all three alike shared.

" Mr. Walker made an elaborate report on the question of revenue,
and attacked the tariff of 1842 in a manner which might well be termed

savage. He arraigned the manufacturers as enjoying unfair advan-

tages advantages held, as he endeavored to demonstrate, at the ex-

p*ense and to the detriment of the agriculturist, the mechanic, the mer-

chant, the ship-owner, the sailor, and indeed of almost every industrial

class. In reading Mr. Walker's report a third of a century after it was
made one might imagine that the supporters of the tariff of 1842 were

engaged in a conspiracy to commit fraud, and that the manufacturers
who profited by its duties were guilty of some crime against the people.
But extreme as were his declarations and difficult as were the obstruc-

tions in his path, he was able to carry his point. Mr. Buchanan, the
head of the Cabinet, had voted for the tariff of 1842, and Mr. Dallas,the

Vice-President, had steadily and ably upheld the doctrine of protection
when a member of the Senate. It was the position of Buchanan and
Dallas on the tariff that won the October election of 1844 for Francis R.

Shunk for governor of Pennsylvania, and thus assured the election of
Mr. Polk. The administration of which Buchanan and Dallas were
such conspicuous and influential members could not forswear protec-
tion and inflict a free-trade tariff on Pennsylvania without apparent
dishonor and the abandonment of that State to the Whigs. It was
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therefore regarded not only as impracticable but as politically impos-
sible.

"It was soon ascertained, however, that Mr. Polk sympathized with
Mr. Walker, and Mr. Buchanan was silenced and overridden. The free-

trade tariff of 1846 was passed; and Mr. Dallas, who had been nomi-
nated because of his record as a protectionist, was subjected to the
humiliation of giving his casting vote as Vice-President in favor of a
tariff which was execrated in Pennsylvania, and which was honestly
believed to be inimical in the highest degree to the interest of the
American manufacturer and the American mechanic. The act had no-

small influence in the overthrow of the Polk administration at the
elections for the next ensuing Congress, and in the defeat of General
Cass for the Presidency in 1848. As Senator from Michigan, General
Cass had voted for the bill, influenced thereto by his Southern asso-

ciates, for whom he always did so much, and from whom he always re-

ceived so little. Pennsylvania was at that time really a Democratic

State, but she punished General Cass for his free-trade course by giv-

ing her electoral vote to Taylor. If she had given it to Cass he would
have been chosen President.

"It was in connection with the tariff agitation of 1846 that Simon
Cameron originally obtained his stronghold upon the popular sympathy
and support of Pennsylvania. He was a Democrat; had long been
confidential adviser to Mr. Buchanan, and had supported Mr. Polk.
But he was a believerin the doctrine ofprotection ;

and as he had aided in

carrying Pennsylvania by declaring himselfa friend to the tariffof 1842,
hemaintained his faith. When the Polk administration was organized,
a vacancy was created in the Senate by Mr. Buchanan's appointment as-

Secretary of State. George W. Woodward was the regular nominee of

the Democratic party for the, place. But Cameron bolted, and with
the aid of Whig votes was chosen Senator. He resisted the passage of

the tariff of 1846, stood firmly and consistently for the industrial inter-

ests of his State, cultivated an alliance with the Whigs in the Senate,
and by their aid thwarted all the attempts of the Polk administration

to interfere with his plans and purposes in Pennsylvania. The Presi-

dent endeavored to heal Judge Woodward's wounds by placing him on
the bench of the Supreme Court as the successor of the eminent Henry
Baldwin. Cameron induced the Whigs to reject him, and then forced

the administration to nominate Robert C. Grier, whose appointment
was personally acceptable and agreeable to him. In the successful tac-

tics then employed by Cameron may be found the secret of his remark-
able career as a party manager in the field in which, for a full half

century, he was an active and indefatigable worker.
"The Whig victory of 1848 was not sufficiently decisive to warrant

any attempt, even had there been desire, to change the tariff. Gen-
eral Taylor had been elected without subscribing to a platform or pledg-

ing himself to a specific measure, and he was therefore in a position to

resist and reject appeals of the ordinary partisan character. Moreover
the tariff of 1846 was yielding abundant revenue, and the business of

the country was in a flourishing condition at the time his administra-

tion was organized. Money became very abundant after the year 1849
;

large enterprises were undertaken, speculation was prevalent, and for

a considerable period the prosperity of the country was general and ap-

parently genuine. After 1852 the Democrats had almost undisputed
control of the Government, and had gradually becomes a free-trade

party. The principles embodied in the tariff of 1846 seemed for the
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time to be so entirely vindicated and approved that resistance to it

ceased, notonly among the people but among the protective economists,
and even among the manufacturers to a large extent. So general was
this acquiescence that in 1856 a protective tariff was not suggested or

even hinted by any one of the three parties which presented Presidential
candidates.

"
It was not surprising, therefore, that, with a plethoric condition of

the national Treasury for two or three consecutive years, the Demo-
cratic Congress, in the closing session of Pierce's administration, enacted
what has since been known as the tariffof 1857. By this law the duties
were placed lower than they had been at any time since the war of 1812.
The act was well received by the people, and was indeed concurred
in by a considerable proportion of the Republican party. The Senate
had a large Democratic majority, but in the House three parties di-

vided the responsibility no one of them having an absolute majority.
The Republicans had a plurality and had chosen Mr. Banks Speaker,
but the American party held the balance of power in the House and
on several of the leading committees. . Some prominent Republicans,
however, remaining true to their old Whig traditions, opposed "the re-

duction of duties. Mr. Seward voted against it, but his colleague, Mr.
Hamilton Fish, voted for it. Mr. Seward represented the protective
tendencies of the country districts of New York, and Mr. Fish the free-

trade tendencies of the city. Mr. Fiimner and Mr. Wilson both voted
for it, as did also Senator Allen, of Rhode Island, the direct representa-
tive of the manufacturers of that State. Mr. Bell, pf New Hampshire,
voted for it, while Senators Collamer and Foot, of Vermont, voted

against it. Mr. Fessenden did not oppose it, but his colleague, Mr.

Nourse, voted against it. The Connecticut Senators, Foster and Toucey,
one of each party, supported the measure.
"In the House, the New England Representatives generally voted

for the bill, but Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, opposed it. The Pennsyl-
vania delegation, led by James H. Campbell and John Covode, did all

in their power to defeat it. The two Washburns, Colfax, and McKee
Dunn

,
headed a formidable opposition from the West. Humphrey Mar-

shall and Samuel F. Swope, of Kentucky, were the only Representa-
tives from slave States who voted in the negative; though in the Senate
three old and honored Whigs, John Bell, of Tennessee, John B. Thomp-
son, of Kentucky, and Henry S. Geyer, of Missouri, maintained their

ancient faithand voted againstlowering the duties. Itwas an extraordi-

nary political combination that brought the Senators from Massachusetts
and the Senators from South Carolina, the Representatives from New
England and the Representatives from the cotton States, to support the
same tariff bill a combination which had not before occurred since the
administration of Monroe. This singular coalition portended oneoftwo
results: either an entire and permanent acquiescence in the rule of free

trade, or an entire abrogation of that system, and the revival, with re-

newed strength, of the doctrine of protection. Which it should be wa3
determined by the unfolding of events not then foreseen, and the force

of which it required years to measure.
"The one excuse given for urging the passage of the act of 1857

was that under the tariff of 1846 the revenues had become excessive,
and the income of the Government must be reduced. But it was soon
found to be a most expensive mode of reaching that end. The first and
most important result flowing from the new act was a large increase in

importations and a very heavy drain in consequence upon the reserved
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specie of the country to pay the balance, which the reduced shipments
of agricultural products failed to meet. In the autumn of 1857, half
a year after the passage of the tariff act, a disastrous financial panic
swept over the country, prostrating for the time all departments of
business in about the same degree. The agricultural, commercial, and
manufacturing interests were alike and equally involved. The distress
for a time was severe and widespread. The stagnation which ensued
was discouraging and long continued, making the years from 1857 to
1860 extremely dull and dispiriting in business circles throughout the
Union. The country was not exhausted and depleted as it was after
the panic of 1837, but the business community had no courage; energy
was paralyzed, and new enterprises were at a stand-still.

* '

It soon became evident that this condition of affairs would carry the
tariffonce more into the political arena as an active issue between parties.
Thus far, the new Eepublican organization had passively acquiesced in

existing laws on the subject; but the general distress caused great bodies
of men, as is always the case, to look to the action of the Government
for relief. The Republicans found therefore a new ground for attacking
the Democracy holding them responsible for the financial depression,
initiating a movement for returning to the principle and practice of pro-
tection, and artfully identifying the struggle against slavery with the
efforts of the workingmenthroughout the North to be freed from inju-
rious competition with the cheapened labor of Europe. This phase of
the question was presented with great force in certain States, and the in-

dustrial classes, by a sort of instinct of self-preservation as it seemed to

them, began to consolidate their votes in favor of the Republican party.

They were made to see, by clever and persuasive speakers, that the slave
labor of the South and the ill-paid labor of Europe were both hostile to

the prosperity ofthe workingman in the free States of America, and that
the Republican party was of necessity his friend, by its opposition to all

the forms of labor which stood in the way of his better remuneration
and advancement.
"The convention which nominated Mr. Lincoln met when the feel-

ing against free trade was growing, and in many States already deep-
rooted. A majority of those who composed that convention had in-

herited their political creed from the Whig party, and were profound
"believers in the protective teachings of Mr. Clay. But a strong mi-

nority came from the radical school of Democrats, and, in joining the

Republican party on the anti-slavery issue, had retained their ancient
creed on financial and industrial questions. Care was for that reason

necessary in the introduction of new issues and the imposition of new
tests of party fellowship. The convention therefore avoided the use
of the word "protection," and was contented with the moderate dec-

laration that "sound policy requires such an adjustment of imposts as

will encourage the development of the industrial interests of the whole

country." A more emphatic declaration might have provoked resist-

ance from a minority of the convention, and the friends of protection
acted wisely in accepting what was offered with unanimity, rather than
continue the struggle for a stronger creed which would have been mor-

ally weakened by party division. They saw also that the mere form
of expression was not important, so long as the convention was unani-
mous on what theologians term the "substance of doctrine." It was
noted that the vast crowd which attended the convention cheered the
tariff resolution as lustily as that which opposed the spread of slavery
into free territory. From that hour the Republican party gravitated

BEE 2
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steadily and rapidly into the position of avowed advocacy of the doc-
trine of protection. The national ticket which they presented was

composed indeed of an original Whig protectionist and an original
Democratic free-trader; but the drift of events, as will be seen, carried

both alike into the new movement for a protective system." A review of the tariff legislation in the period between the war of
1812 and the political revolution of 1860 exhibits some sudden and
extraordinary changes on the part of prominent political leaders in

their relation to the question. The inconsistency involved is, however,
more apparent than real. Perhaps it would be correct to say that the

inconsistency was justifiable in the eyes of those who found it neces-

sary to be inconsistent. Mr. Websterwas a persistent advocate of free

trade so long as Massachusetts was a commercial State. But when, by
the operation of laws against the enactment of which he had in vain

protested, Massachusetts became a manufacturing State, Mr. Webster

naturally and inevitably became a protectionist. Mr. Calhoun began
as a protectionist when he hoped for the diffusion and growth ofmanu-
factures throughout all sections alike. He became a free-trader when
he realized that the destiny of the South was to be purely agricultural,
devoted to products whose market was not, in his judgment, to be en-

larged by the tariff, and whose production was enchanced in costby its

operation. Colonel Benton's change was similar to Mr. Calhoun's,

though at a later period, and not so abrupt or so radical. Mr. Van
Buren's shifting of position was that of a man eagerly seeking the cur-

rent of popular opinion, and ready to go with the majority of his party.
Of all the great lights but one burned steadily and clearly. Mr. Clay
was always a protectionist, and, unlike Mr. Van Buren, he forced his

party to go with him. But as a whole the record of tariff legislation,
from the very origin of the Government, is the record of enlightened
selfishness; and enlightened selfishness is the basis of much that-~a&-

wisest in legislation."
It is natural that both sides to the tariff controversy should en-

deavor to derive support for their principles from the experience of the

country. Nor can it be denied that each side can furnish many argu-
ments which apparently sustain its own views and theories. The diffi-

culty in reaching a satisfactory and impartial conclusion arises from
the inability or unwillingness of the disputants to agree upon a com-
mon basis of fact. If the premises could be candidly stated, there
would be no trouble in finding a true conclusion. In the absence of
an agreement as to the points established, it is the part of fairness to

give a succinct statement of the grounds maintained by the two parties
to the prolonged controversy grounds which have not essentially

changed in a century of legislative and popular contention.

"It is maintained by free-traders that under the moderate tariff pre-

vailing from the origin of the Government to the war of 1812 the

country was prosperous, and manufactures were developing as rapidly
as was desirable or healthful. Protectionists on the other hand aver

that the duty levied in 1789 was the first of uniform application

throughout all the States, and that, regardless of its percentage, its

influence and effect were demonstrably protective; that it was the first

barrier erected against the absolute commercial supremacy of England,
and that it effectually did its work in establishing the foundation of

the American system. In the absence of that tariff, they maintain
that England, under the influence of actual free trade, had monopo-
lized our market and controlled our industries. Finally they declare
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that the free-traders yield the whole case in acknowledging that the
first tariff imparted an impetus to manufactures and to commercial

independence wholly unknown while the States were under the Arti-
cles of Confederation and unable to levy uniform duties on imports.
"The free-traders point to the destructive effect of the war tariff of

1812, which unduly stimulated and then inevitably depressed the coun-

try. They assume this to be a pregnant illustration of the truth, other-
wise logically deduced by them, as to the reaction sure to follow an arti-

ficial stimulus given to any department of trade. The protectionists

declining to defend the war duties as applicable to a normal condition,
find in the too sudden dropping of war rates the mistake which precipi-
tated the country into financial trouble. Depression, they say, would
naturally have come; but it was hastened and increased by the incon-
siderate manner in which the duties were lowered in 1816. From that
time onward the protectionists claim that the experience of the country
has favored their theories of revenue and financial administration. The
country did not revive or prosperity reappear until the protective tariff

of1824 was enacted. Theawakening ofall branches of industry by that
act was further promoted by the tariff of 1828, to which the protection-
ists point as the perfected wisdom of their school. Mr. Clay publicly
asserted that the severest depression he had witnessed in the country
was during the seven years preceding the tariff of 1824, and that the

highest prosperity was during the seven years following that act.
' ' The free-traders affirm that the excitement in the South and the

sectional resislance to the tariff of1828 show the impossibility of main-

taining high duties. The protectionists reply that such an argument
is begging the question, and is simply tantamount to admitting that

protection is valuable if it can be upheld. The protectionists point to

the fact that their system was not abandoned in 1832 upon a fair con-
sideration of its intrinsic merits, but as a peace-offering to those who
were threatening the destruction of the Government if the duties were
not lowered. Many protectionists believe that if Mr. Clay had been

willing to give to General Jackson the glory of an absolute victory over
the Nullifiers of South Carolina the revenue system of the country
would have been very different. They think, however, that the temp-
tation to settle the question by compromise instead of permitting Jack-
son to settle it by force was perhaps too strong to be resisted by one who
had so many reasons for opposing and hating the President.

"A more reasonable view held by another school of protectionists is

that Mr. Clay did the wisest possible thing in withdrawing the tariff

question from a controversy where it was complicated with somany other
issues some of them bitter and personal. He justly feared that the

protective principle might be irretrievably injured in the collision

thought to be impending. He believed, moreover, that the best protect-
ive lesson would be taught by permitting the free-traders to enforce

their theories for a season, trusting for permanenttriumph to the popular
reaction certain to follow. There was nothing in the legislation to show
that Mr. Clay or his followers had in any degree abandoned or changed
their faith in protective duties or their confidence in the ultimate de-

cision of the public judgment. The protectionists aver that the evils

which flowed from the free-trade tariff of 1833, thus forced on the coun-

try by extraneous considerations, were incalculably great, and nega-
tively established the value of the tariff of 1828 which had been so un-

fairly destroyed. They maintain that it broke down the manufacturing
interest, led to excessive importations, threw the balance oftrade heavily
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against us, drained us of our specie, amd directly led to the financial

disasters of 1837 and the years ensuing. They further declare that this

distressing situation was not relieved until the protective tariff of 1842
was passed, and that thenceforward, for the four years in which that act

was allowed to remain in force, the country enjoyed general prosperity
a prosperity so marked and widespre:wl that the opposing party had not
dared to make an issue against the tariff in States where there was large
investment in manufacturing.

*' The free-traders consider the tariff of 1846 to be a conclusive proof
of the beneficial effect of low duties. They challenge a comparison of
the years of its operation, between 1846 and 1857, with any other equal
period in the history of the country. Manufacturing, they say, was
not forced by a hot-house process to produce high-priced goods for popu-
lar consumption, but was gradually encouraged and developed on a
healthful and self-sustaining basis, not to be shaken as a reed in the
wind by every change in the financial world. Commerce, as they point
out, made great advances, and our carrying trade grew so rapidly that
in ten years from the day the tariff of 1846 was passed our tonnage ex-

ceeded the tonnage of England. The free-traders refer with especial

emphasis to what they term the symmetrical development of all the

great interests of the country under this liberal tariff. Manufactures
were not stimulated at the expense of the commercial interest. Both
were developed in harmony, while agriculture, the indispensable basis

of all, was never more flourishing. The farmers and planters at no other

period of our history were in receipt of such good prices, steadily paid
to them in gold coin, for their surplus product, which they could send
to the domestic market over our own railways and to the foreign market
in our own ships.

"Assertions as to the progress of manufactures in the period under
discussion are denied by the protectionists. While admitting the gen-
eral correctness of the free-traders' statements as to the prosperous con-

dition of the country, they call attention to the fact that directly after

the enactment of the tariff of 1846 the great famine occurred in Ire-

land, followed in the ensuing years by short crops in Europe. The
prosperity which came to the American agriculturist was therefore

from causes beyond the sea and not at home causes which were tran-

sient, indeed almost accidental. Moreover an exceptional condition of

affairs existed in the United States in consequence of our large acqui-
sition of territory from Mexico at the close of the war and the subse-

quent and almost immediate discovery of gold in California. A new
and extended field of trade was thus opened in which we had the mo-
nopoly, and an enormous surplus of money was speedily created from
the products of the rich mines on the Pacific coast. At the same time

Europe was in convulsion from the revolutions of 1848, and production
was materially hindered over a large part of the continent. This dis-

turbance had scarcely subsided when three leading nations of Europe,
England, France, and Russia, engaged in the wasteful and expensive
war of the Crimea. This struggle began in 1853 and ended in 1856,
and during those years it increased consumption and decreased produc-
tion abroad, and totally closed the grain-fields of Russia from any com-

petition with the United States.

"The protectionists therefore hold that the boasted prosperity of the

country under the tariff of 1846 was abnormal in origin and in charac-

ter. It depended upon a series of events exceptional at home and even
more exceptional abroad, events which by the doctrine of probabili-
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ties would not be repeated for centuries. When peace was restored in

Europe, when foreign looms and forges were set going with renewed
strength, when Russia resumed her export of wheat, andwhen at home
the output of the gold mines suddenly decreased, the country was
thrown into distress, followed by a panic and by long years of depres-
sion. The protectionists maintain that from 1846 to 1857 the United
States would have enjoyed prosperity under any form of tariff, but
that the moment the exceptional conditions in Europe and in America
came to an end the country was plunged headlong into a disaster from
which the conservative force of a protective tariff would in large part
have saved it. The protectionists claim moreover that in these aver-

ments they are not wise after the fact. They show a constant series of

arguments and warnings from leading teachers of their economic school,

especially from Horace Greeley and Henry C. Carey, accurately fore-

telling the disastrous results which occurred at the height ofwhat was
assumed to be our solid and enduring prosperity as a nation. These
able writers were prophets of adversity, and the inheritors of their

faith claim that their predictions were startlingly verified.

"The free-traders, as an answer to this arraignment of their tariff

policy, seek to charge responsibility for the financial disasters to the

hasty and inconsiderate changes made in the tariff in 1857, for which
both parties were in large degree if not indeed equally answerable. The
protectionists will not admit the plea, and insist that the cause was

totally inadequate to the effect, considering the few months the new
tariffhad been in operation. They admit that the low scale of duties

in the new tariff perhaps may have added to the distress by the very
rapid increase of importations which it invited

;
but they declare that its

period of operation was entirely too brief to create a result so decided,
if all the elements of disaster had not been in existence and in rapid
development at the time the act was passed. The tariff of 1846, there-

fore, under which there had been a very high degree of prosperity, was
in the judgment of the protectionists successfully impeached, and a

profound impression in consequence made on the public mind in favor

of higher duties.
' ' The question ofthe tariff was ofespecial significance and influence in

Pennsylvania. Important in that State, it became important every-
where. Pennsylvania had been continuously and tenaciously held by
the Democratic party. In the old political divisions she had followed
Jefferson and opposed Adams. In the new divisions she had followed
Jackson and opposed Clay. She was Republican as against the Feder-

alists; she was Democratic as against the Whigs. From the election

ofJackson in 1828 to the year 1860 a period that measured the lifetime

of a generation she had with very few exceptions sustained the Demo-
cratic party. Joseph Ritner was elected governor by the Whigs in

1835, in consequence of Democratic divisions. Harrison, in the polit-
ical convulsion of 1840, triumphed in the State by the slight majority
of three hundred. Taylor received her electoral vote, partly in con-

sequence of dissensions between Cass and Van Buren, and partly in

consequence of the free-trade opinions of Cass. In 1854 James Pollock
was chosen governor by the sudden uprising and astounding develop-
ment of the Native-American excitement as organized by the KHOW-
Nothing party. The repeal of the Missouri compromise aided the can-

vass of Pollock, but that alone would not have loosened the strong
moorings of the Pennsylvania Democracy. Mr. Buchanan recovered

the State two years afterward, and would have held it firmly in his
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grasp but for the financial revulsion and the awakened demand for a

protective tariff.
' '

Dissociated from the question of protection, opposition to the ex-
tension of slavery was a weak issue in Pennsylvania. This was conclu-

sively shown in the gubernatorial contest of 1857, when David Wilmot,
the personal embodiment of Free-soil principles, was the Republican
candidate for governor. Besides the general strength of the Territorial

issue, Mr. Wilmot had the advantage of all the anti-slavery zeal which
was aroused by the announcement of the Dred Scott decision, with the
censurable connection therewith ofPresident Buchanan . Thusanangry
element was superadded for personal prejudice and effective agitation.
Yet Mr. Wilmot was disastrously beaten by the Democratic candidate,
Governor Packer, the adverse majority reachingindeed tens ofthousands.
"The crushing Republican defeat received in the person of Wilmot

occurred on the very eve of the financial distress of 1857. The Demo-
cratic canvass had been made while there was yet no suspicion of im-

pending panic and revulsion made indeed with constant boasts of the

general prosperity and with constant ascription of that prosperity to the
well-defined and long-continued policy of the Democratic party. From
that time the Democratic party became embarrassed in Pennsylvania.
With a tariff of their own making, with a President of their own choice,
withboth branches of Congress and every department ofthe Government
under their control, a serious disaster had comeupon the country. The
promises of Democratic leaders had failed, their predictions had been

falsified, and as a consequence their strength was shattered. The Re-

publicans of Pennsylvania, seeing their advantage, pressed it by re-

newed and urgent demands for a protective tariff. On the other issues of
the party theyhad been hopelessly beaten, but themoment the hostility
to slave labor in the Territoriesbecame identified with protectedlaborin

Pennsylvania, the party was inspired, with new hopes, received indeed
a new life.

"It was this condition of public opinion in Pennsylvaniawhichmade
the recognition of the protective system so essential in the Chicago plat-
form of 1860. It was to that recognition that Mr. Lincoln in the end
owed his election. The memorable victory of Andrew G. Curtin, when
he was chosen governor by a majority of 32,000, was largely due to his

able and persuasive presentation of the tariff question, and to his effect-

ive appeals to the laboringmen in the coal and iron sections of the State.

But for this issue there was in fact no reason why Curtin should have
been stronger in 1860 than Wilmot was in 1857. Indeed, but for that
issue he must have been weaker. The agitation over the repeal ofthe
Missouri compromise ha/d somewhat subsided with the lapse of years;
the free-State victory in Kansas was acknowledged and that angry issue

removed
;
while the Dred Scott decision, failing to arouse popular resent-

ment at the time it was pronounced, could hardly be effective for an ag-

gressive canvass three years later. If Governor Curtin could have pre-
sented no other issueto the voters ofPennsylvania, he would undoubtely
have shared the fate which Wilmot met when he had these anti-slavery

questions as his only platform. Governor Curtin gave a far greater

proportion of his time to the discussion of the tariffand financial issues

than to all others combined, and he carried Pennsylvania because a ma-

jority of her voters believed that the Democratic party tended to free

trade, and that the Republican party would espouse and maintain the
cause of protection.
"Had the Republicans failed to carry Pennsylvania, there can be no
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doubt that Mr. Lincoln would have been defeated. An adverse result in

Pennsylvania in October would certainly have involved the loss of Indi-
ana in November, besides California and Oregon and the four votes in

New Jersey. The crisis of the national campaign was therefore reached
in the triumph of Governor Curtinin the State election which preceded
by four weeks the direct choice of President. It would be difficult to com-
pute the possible demoralization in the Republican ranks if Pennsylva-
nia had been lost in October. The division among the Democrats was a
fruitful source of encouragement and strength to the Republicans, but
would probably have disappeared with the positive assurance of success
in the national struggle. Whether in the end Douglas or Breckinridge
would have been chosen President is matter of speculation, but it is cer-

tain that Mr. Lincoln would have been defeated. The October election
of Pennsylvania was for so long a period an unerring index to the result
of the contest for the Presidency that a feeling almost akin to super-
stition was connected with it. Whichever party carried it was sure, in
the popular judgment, to elect the President. It foretold the crushing
defeat of John Quincy Adams in 1828; it heralded the disaster to Mr.

Clay in 1844; it foredoomed General Cass in 1848. The Republicans,
having elected their candidate for governor in 1854 by a large majority,
confidently expected to carry the State against Mr. Buchanan in 1856.
But the Democratic party prevailed in the October election, and the

supporters of Fremontatonce recognized thehopelessness of their cause.
The triumph of Governor Curtin was the sure precursor ofMr. Lincoln's

election, and that very fact added immeasurably to his popular strength
in the closing month of the prolonged and exciting struggle." In reviewing the agencies therefore which precipitated the political
revolution of 1860, large consideration must be given to the influence
of the movement for protection. To hundreds of thousands of voters
who took part in that memorable contest, the tariff was not even men-
tioned. Indeed this is probably the feet with respect to the majority
of those who cast their suffrages for Mr. Lincoln. It is none the less

true that these hundreds of thousands of ballots, cast in aid of free ter-

ritory and as a general defiance to the aggressions of the pro-slavery
leaders of the South, would have been utterly ineffectual if the central
and critical contest in Pennsylvania had not resulted in a victory for

the Republicans in October. The tariff therefore had a controlling in-

fluence not only in deciding the contest for political supremacy but in
that more momentous struggle which was to involve the fate of the
Union. It had obtained a stronger hold on the Republican party than
even the leaders of that organization were aware, and it was destined
to a larger influence upon popular opinion than the most sagacious
could foresee.

" In the foregoing summary of legislation upon the tariff, the terms
free trade and protection are used in their ordinary acceptation in this

country not as accurately defining the difference in revenue theories,
but as indicating the rival policies which have so long divided political

parties. Strictly speaking, there has never been a proposition by any
party in the United States for the adoption of free trade. To be en-

tirely free, trade must encounter no obstruction in the way of tax, either

upon export or import. In that sense no nation has ever enjoyed free

trade. As contradistinguished from the theory of protection, England
has realized freedom of trade by taxing only that class of imports which
meet no competition in home production, thus excluding all pretense
of favor or advantage to any of her domestic industries. England came
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to this policy afterhaving clogged and embarrassed trade for a long period
by the most unreasonable and tyrannical restrictions, ruthlessly en-

forced, without regard to the interests or even the rights of others. She
had more than four hundred acts of Parliament regulating the tax on

imports, under the old designations of '

tonnage and poundage,
' ad-

justed, as the phrase indicates, to heavy and light commodities. Be-

yond these, she had a cunibersorne system of laws regulating and inmany
cases prohibiting the exportation of articles which might teach to other
nations the skill by which she had herself so marvelously prospered.

' ' When by long experiment and persistent effort England had car-

ried her fabrics to perfection; when by the large accumulation of wealth
and the force of reserved capital she could command facilities which

poorer nations could not rival; when by the talent of her inventors, de-

veloped under the stimulus of large reward, she had surpassed all other

countries in the magnitude and effectiveness of her machinery, she pro-
claimed free trade and persuasively urged it upon all lands with which
she had commercial intercourse. Maintaining the most arbitrary and
most complicated system of protection so long as her statesmen con-

sidered that policy advantageous, she resorted to free trade only when
she felt able to invade the domestic markets of other countries and un-
dersell the fabrics produced by struggling artisans who were sustained

by weaker capital and by less advanced skill. So long as there was

danger that her own marts might be invaded, and the products of her
looms and forges undersold at home, she rigidly excluded the compet-
ing fabric and held her own market for her own wares.

' '

England was, however, neither consistent nor candid in heradvocacy
and establishment of free trade. She did not apply it to all departments
ofher enterprise, but only to those in which she felt confident that she

could defy competition. Long after the triumph of free trade in manu-
factures as proclaimed in 1846, England continued to violate every

principle of her own creed in the protection she extended to her navi-

gation interests. She had nothing to fear from the United States in the

domain of manufactures, and she therefore asked us to give her the un-
restricted benefit of our markets in exchange for a similar privilege
which she offered to us in her markets. But on the sea we were stead-

ily gaining upon her, and in 1852-'55 were nearly equal to her in ag-

gregate tonnage. We could build wooden vessels at less cost than

England, and our ships excelled hers in speed. When steam began to

compete with sail she saw her advantage. She could build engines at

less cost than we, and when, soon afterward, her ship-builders began to

construct the entire steamer of iron, her advantages became evident to

the whole world.

"England was not content, however,with the superiority which these

circumstances gave to her. She did not wait for her own theory of free

trade to work out its legitimate results, but forthwith stimulated the

growth of her steam marine by the most enormous bounties ever paid
by any nation to any enterprise. To a single line of steamers running
alternate weeks from Liverpool to Boston and New York she paid
$900,000 annually, and continued to pay at this extravagant rate for

at least twenty years. In all channels of trade where steam could be

employed she paid lavish subsidies and literally destroyed fair com-

petition, and created for herself a practical monopoly in the building
of iron steamers and a superior share in the ocean traffic of the world.

But every step she took in the development of her steam marine by the

payment of bounty was in flat contradiction of the creed which she was
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at the same time advocating in those departments of trade where she
could conquer her competitors without bounty.

' ' With her superiority in navigation attained and made secure through
the instrumentality of subsidies, England could afford to withdraw
them. Her ships no longer needed them. Thereupon, with a prompt-
ness which would be amusing if it did not have so serious a side for

America, she proceeded to inveigh through all herorgans of public opin-
ion against the discarded and condemned policy of granting subsidies
to ocean steamers. Her course in effect is an exact repetition of that
in regard to protection of manufactures, but as it is exhibited before a
new generation the inconsistency is not so readily apprehended nor so

keenly appreciated as it should be on this side of the Atlantic. Even
now there is good reason for believing that many lines of English
steamers, in their effort to seize the trade to the exclusion of rivals, are

paid such extravagant rates for the carrying of letters as practically to

amount to a bounty, thus confirming to the present day (1884) the fact

that no nation has ever been so persistently and so jealously protective
in her policy as England so long as the stimulus of protection is needed
to give her the command of trade. What is true of England is true in

greater or less degree of all other European nations. They have each
in turn regulated theadoption of free trade by the ratio of their progress
toward the point where they could overcome competition. In all those

departments of trade where competition could overcome them they
have been quick to interpose protective measures for the benefit of their

own people.
' ' The trade policy of the United States at the foundation of the Gov-

ernment had features of enlightened liberality which were unknown
in any other country in the world. The new Government was indeed
as far in advance of European nations in the proper conception of liberal

commerce as it was on questions relating to the character of the African
slave-trade. The colonists had experienced the oppression of the Eng-
lish laws which prohibited export from the mother country of the very-
articles which might advance their material interest and improve their

social condition. They now had the opportunity, as citizens of a free

Republic, to show the generous breadth of their statesmanship, and they
did so by providing in their Constitution that Congress should never

possess the power to levy
' a tax or duty on articles exported from any

State.'

"At the same time trade was left absolutely free between all the
States of the Union, no one of them being permitted to levy any tax on

exports or imports beyond what might be necessary for its inspection
laws. Still further to enforce this needful provision, the power to regu-
late commerce between the States was given to the General Govern-
ment. The effect of these provisions was to insure to the United States

a freedom of trade beyond that enjoyed by any other nation. Fifty-
five millions of American people (in 1884), over an area nearly as large
as the entire continent of Europe, carry on their exchanges by ocean,

by lake, by river, by rail without the exactions of the tax-gatherer,
without the detention of the custom-house, without even the recogni-
tion of State lines. In these great channels the domestic exchanges
represent an annual value perhaps twenty-five times as great as the

total of exports and imports. It is the enjoyment of free trade and pro-
tection at the same time which has contributed to the unexampled de-

velopment and marvelous prosperity of the United States.
1 ' The essential question which has grown up between political parties
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in the United States respecting our foreign trade, is whether a duty
should be laid upon any import for the direct object of protecting and
encouraging the manufacture of the same article at home. The party
opposed to this theory does not advocate the admission of the article free,
but insists upon such rate of duty as will produce the largest revenue
and at the same time afford what is termed '

incidental protection.
'

The advocates of actual free trade according to the policy of England
taxing only those articles which are not produced at home are few in

number, and are principally confined to doctrinaires. The instincts of

the masses of both parties are against them. But the nominal free-

trader finds it very difficult to unite the largest revenue fromany article

with 'incidental protection' to the competing product at home. Ifthe

duty be so arranged as to produce the greatest amount of revenue,
it must be placed at that point where the foreign article is able to

undersell the domestic article and thus command the market to the ex-
clusion of competition. This result goes beyond what the so-called

American free-trader intends in practice, but notbeyond what he implies
in theory.
"The American protectionist does not seek to evade the legitimate

results of his theory. He starts with the proposition that whatever is

manufactured at home gives work and wages to our own people, and
that if the duty is even put so high as to prohibit the import of the

foreign article, the competition ofhome producers will, according to the
doctrine of Mr. Hamilton, rapidly reduce the price to the consumer.
He gives numerous illustrations of articles which under the influence
ofhome competition have fallen in price below the point at which the

foreign article was furnished when there was no protection. The free-

trader replies that the fall in price has been still greater in the foreign
market, and the protectionist rejoins that the reduction was made to

compete with the American product, and that the former price would
probably have been maintained so long as the importer had the monop-
oly of our market. Thus our protective tariff reduced the price in both
countries. This has notably been the result with respect to steel rails,
the production of which in America has reached a magnitude surpass-

ing that of England. Meanwhile rails have largely fallen in price to

the consumer, the home manufacture has disbursed countless millions
of money among American laborers, and has added largely to our in-

dustrial independence and to the wealth of the country.
' ' While many fabrics have fallen to as low a price in the United

States as elsewhere, it is not to be denied that articles of clothing and
household use, metals and machinery, are on an average higher than
in Europe. The difference is due in large degree to the wages paid to

labor, and thus the question of reducing the tariff carries with it the

very serious problem of a reduction in the pay of the artisan and the

operative. This involves so many grave considerations that no party
is prepared to advocate it openly. Free-traders do not, and apparently
dare not, face the plain truth which is that the lowest-priced fabric

means the lowest-priced labor. On this point protectionists are more
frank than their opponents; they realize that it constitutes indeed the
most impregnable defense of their school. Free-traders have at times

attempted to deny the truth of the statement; but every impartial in-

vestigation thus far has conclusively proved that labor is better paid,
and the average condition of the laboring man more comfortable, in

the United States than in any European country.
"An adjustment of the protective duty to the point which represents
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the average difference between wages of labor in Europe and in America
will, in the judgment of protectionists, always prove impracticable.
The difference can not be regulated by a scale of averages because it is

constantly subj ect to arbitrary changes. If the dutybe adj usted on that
basis for any given date, a reduction of wages would at once be enforced

abroad, and the American manufacturer would in consequence be driven
to the desperate choice of surrendering the home market or reducing
the pay of workmen. The theory of protection is not answered, nor
can its realization be attained by any such device. Protection, in the

perfection of its design as described by Mr. Hamilton, does not invite

competition from abroad, but is based on the controlling principle that

competition at home will always prevent monopoly on the part of the

capitalist, assure good wages to the laborer, and defend the consumer
against the evils of extortion.

"An argument much relied upon and strongly presented by the ad-
vocates of free trade is the alleged tendency to overproduction of pro-
tected articles, followed uniformly by seasons of depression and at cer-

tain intervals by financial panic and widespread distress. These results
are unhappily too familiar in the United States; but the protectionists

deny that the cause is correctly given. They aver, indeed, that a glut
ofmanufactured articles is more frequently seen in England than in the
United States, thus proving directly the reverse of the conclusion as-

sumed by the free-traders, and establishing the conservative and re-

straining power of a protective tariff. The protectionists direct atten-
tion to the fact that the first three instances in our history in which
financial panic and prolonged depression fell upon the country followed
the repeal of protective tariffs and the substitution of mere revenue
duties: the depression of 1819-' 24, that of 1837-' 42, and that of 1857-
'61. They direct further attention to the complimentary fact that in
each of these cases financial prosperity was regained through the agency
ofa protective tariff, the operation of which was prompt and beneficent.

" On the other hand, the panic of 1873 and the depression which
lasted until 1879 undoubtedly occurred after a protective tariff had
been for a long time in operation. Free-traders naturally make much
of this circumstance. Protectionists, however, with confidence and
with strong array of argument, make answer that the panic of 1873
was due to causes wholly unconnected with revenue systems; that it

was the legitimate and the inevitable outgrowth of an exhausting
war, a vitiated and redundant currency, and a long period of reckless

speculation directly induced by these conditions. They aver that no

system of revenue could have prevented the catastrophe. They main-

tain, however, that by the influence of a protective tariff the crisis was
long postponed; that under the reign of free trade it would have

promptly followed the return of peace when the country was ill able to

endure it. They claim that the influence of protection would have

put off the reaction still longer if the rebuilding of Chicago and Bos-

ton, after the fires of 1871 and 1872, had not enforced a sudden with-
drawal of $250,000,000 of ready money from the ordinary channels of

trade to repair the loss which these crushing disasters precipitated.
' ' The assailants of protection apparently overlook the fact that ex-

cessive production is due, both in England and in America, to causes

beyond the operation of duties either high or low. No cause is more
potent than the prodigious capacity of machinery set in motion by the

agency of steam. It is asserted by an intelligent economist that if

performed by hand the work done by machinery in Great Britain
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would require the labor of seven hundred millions of men, a far larger
number of adults than inhabit the globe. It is not strange that with
this vast enginery the power to produce has a constant tendency to

outrun the power to consume. Protectionists find in this a conclusive

argument against surrendering the domestic market of the United
States to the control of British capitalists, whose power of production
has no apparent limit. When the harmonious adjustment of interna-

tional trade shall ultimately be established by
' the parliament of man '

in
' the federation of the world ' the power of production and the power

of consumption will properly balance each other; but in traversing the

long road and enduring the painful process by which that end shall be
reached the protectionist claims that his theory of revenue preserves
the newer nations from being devoured by the older, and offers to

human labor a shield against the exactions of capital."
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